
 

Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report 
 

 
Things to Consider…. 
 
US Meat trade data was released yesterday 
confirming a sharp decline in pork exports to China 
during the month of June.  As shown in the table to 
the right and graph below, China’s year over year 
drop came in at -47.0 %, however their year to date 
volumes remain higher than the same period in 
2017.  Expectations of the market are for the 
volumes to continue lower for the remainder of 
2018 justifying the sharp decline currently 
expressed in the lean hog futures. 
 
A bit surprising however, was total monthly pork 
exports were not lower than last year coming in at 
454.4 M pounds compared to 448.5 M in 2017.  
Although exports were sharply lower than the 
month of May, the seasonal decline is very normal 
illustrated by the graph to the right.  The year over 
year increase was only 1.3% higher however the 
fact that it was higher remains positive for the pork 
industry.  Also, cumulative volumes continue to 
grow with 2018 exports 6.1% above last year with 6 
months of the year now accounted for. 
 
The other major US export market of concern has 
been Mexico with ongoing tariffs expected to 
reduce volume traded between them and the US.  
The graph on the bottom right shows Mexico 
number’s slightly lower year over year however 
cumulative year to date numbers remain 5.1% 
above the same period last year.  As illustrated in 
the graph Mexico seasonally has a bottom in 
imports during the month of July and then begins 
the climb of more purchased and imported pork 
through the end of the year.  As the months pass 
and more data is released we will see whether or 
not the established trend continues this year. 
 
For now, hog producers have little opportunity to 
forward price market hogs as futures remain at the 
bottom end of the current 3 and 6-month trading 
range.  Cash remains the other option for marketing 
until the existing trend changes.   
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Weekly Hog Price Recap 

Cash hogs reported another week of losses, with each of 
the last five business days reporting significant declines. 
Regional and national cash reported higher bid volume to 
start the week, finishing the week amid moderate 
volume. Regional and national cash fell near $7/cwt on 
the week, while CME cash fell closer to $5/cwt. 
 

 

 

Canadian hog markets based off slaughter-derived pricing declined the most on the week.  The Sig 5 and 
WHE declined near $16/hog, while pricing out of the east such as Ontario and Quebec fell near $15/hog. 
Other Canadian hog markets based off slaughter-derived pricing fell around $13/hog.  In the US, JM values 
fell shy of $15/hog while VMR-based Tyson pricing fell $12/hog. 

 

 
 

 



 

Weekly Hog Margins 

Hog margins declined significantly on falling hog pricing values and were further pressured by rising feed 
costs.  Farrow to finish feed costs on either side of the border rose near $1.50/hog on the week. 
 
Hog margins based off CME cash fell near $15/hog, such as Hylife and the Sig 4.  Other Canadian margins 
weakened $16-$17/hog.  In the US, Tyson margins were calculated $13/hog lower while JM margins were 
more than $16/hog weaker. 
 

 
  US Regional Margins    –     Tyson       $17.08  USD X 1.3007 = $22.22 in Canadian Dollars 

       -  Morrell    $(1.78)  USD X 1.3007 = $(2.32) in Canadian Dollars 
 

 
 
Disclaimer: Commodity Professionals Inc. presents this report as a snapshot of the market using current information available at the time of the 
report. These findings are for informational purposes only and should not be reproduced or transmitted by any means without permission.  
Commodity Professionals Inc. does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability arising from or connected to, the accuracy, reliability, or 
completeness of any material contained in the publication. 

 


